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Our research draws on two main initiatives:
● We conducted a wide-ranging online survey of
senior executives from across Europe in SeptemberOctober 2006. In all, 405 individuals, including 102
CEOs and 85 other C-level executives, took part.
● To supplement the survey results, we also
conducted in-depth interviews with several
European executives having direct responsibility
or knowledge of their firm’s management of
intellectual property, as well as independent
European experts on intellectual property.
The author of the report was Paul Tyrrell and
the editor was Denis McCauley. Mike Kenny was
responsible for design and layout.
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Executive summary

E

uropean companies are changing their
approach to intellectual property (IP)
management. Protection of the company’s
“crown jewels”—its patented or copyrighted assets—
remains paramount, as infringement threats from the
developing world multiply and litigation increases at
home. Pressure from shareholders is also building,
however, to make use of swollen IP portfolios to
improve top-line results.
The challenge for European firms is to align their
business and IP strategies more closely. This involves
building their IP portfolios to protect potential market
opportunities around specific technologies, as well
as collaborating with other organisations to make
their innovation processes faster and more efficient.
These are the key findings of a major programme of
research, conducted by the Economist Intelligence
Unit and sponsored by Qualcomm, into how European
companies are approaching the intellectual property
challenge.
Based on a survey of over 400 European executives,
as well as a series of in-depth interviews with
executives and independent IP experts, the study
identifies a number of factors driving change in
European IP management strategies:
● The strategic importance of IP is growing
rapidly. As Europe’s industrial base has declined, so
the continent has come to rely upon its knowledgeworkers. Ideas are therefore its most valuable
resource. Yet they cannot merely be protected.
Value generation has become the primary goal of IP
management, with IP portfolios increasingly assessed
on the basis of the potential of markets rather than
the potential of technologies.
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● European IP remains under threat from both
developing and developed markets. Patent
infringement from emerging-market competitors tops
the list of threats to IP cited by surveyed executives.
China is the respondents’ biggest worry (cited by 40%
as the chief geographic source of risk). Executives
are optimistic, however, that the country’s IP
regime will improve in the short to medium term, as
local firms develop valuable IP of their own. In the
developed world, meanwhile, recurrent litigation and
inconsistent international patent legislation are a
major drain on the resources of European companies.
● Collaboration is crucial to IP valuemaximisation. It is now beyond the means of any
single company to monopolise the best knowledge of
any particular industry. Realising the full potential
of ideas means letting them flow in and out of
organisations to where they can be most efficiently
handled at each stage of their development.
Moreover, open-source technologies, typically in
software, are providing large companies with free
platforms on which to build proprietary offerings, in
return for community support.
● European companies need greater legal
harmonisation. Now that the long-awaited European
Community Patent looks likely to become law,
Europe’s policymakers must turn their attention to
harmonising local IP standards, practices and rules
in order to lower the cost of innovation for local
companies. The European Commission and EU member
governments can also help by lobbying and working
with authorities in emerging markets to improve their
enforcement capacity.
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Introduction

I

ntellectual property (IP) has been grabbing
more and more headlines in recent years, in line
with the growing complexity and convergence of
technology. Apple Computer moved into music with
its iTunes software and thereby infringed a trademark
agreement with Apple Corps, the record label owned
by The Beatles. Research In Motion discovered its
Blackberry messaging device had infringed the patent
of an inventor in Virginia and, after narrowly averting
a court-decreed shutdown of its network, paid
£612.5m to settle the dispute. Patent infringement
by companies in China and other emerging markets,
meanwhile, has remained a heated issue in bilateral
and multilateral trade talks.
But innovative European companies appear
concerned with more than just the perils to their
intellectual assets. In this white paper, we examine
not only the chief threats to IP from both developing
and developed countries, but we also explore the more
strategic prism through which European firms are
viewing IP issues. In doing so we reveal how strategies
to protect and extract more value from IP are
changing, as companies increasingly embrace openinnovation principles and open-source technologies.
Lastly, we suggest what European policymakers can do
to help level the IP playing field for local businesses.

Who took the survey?
A total of 405 executives from
across Europe participated in
the Intellectual property challenge survey, conducted by the
Economist Intelligence Unit
in September-October 2006.
Respondents were spread
across 39 countries, with the
UK, Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Spain and the Netherlands providing the largest

What is your company’s primary industry?

number.
The survey group was
also very senior: 46% of
respondents were C-level
executives or board members,
and CEOs and managing
directors alone accounted for
25% of the sample.
A range of industries was
represented in the survey,
with information technology,
telecommunications,
pharmaceuticals, healthcare
and biotechnology providing
the lion’s share, along with
professional and financial
services. Participants also
came from a spread of company
sizes, with 50% reporting
annual revenue of over €500m.

Government/public sector

(% respondents)
Information technology
12

Professional services
11

Telecommunications
11

Healthcare, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology
10

Financial services
9

Manufacturing
9
5

Electronics and electrical equipment
5

Consumer goods
4

Energy and natural resources
4

Transportation, travel and tourism
3

Entertainment, media and publishing
3

Automotive
2

Construction and real estate
2

Chemicals and petrochemicals
2

Logistics and distribution
1

Retailing
1

Aerospace and defence
1

Other
4
Source: Economist Intelligence Unit survey, October 2006
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The strategic importance of intellectual property

A

dvances in science and technology have
fuelled one another to such an extent in the
past dozen years that the world is now awash
with IP. According to the World Intellectual Property
Organisation, patent filings grew at an average annual
rate of 4.75% in the ten years to 2004, a growth rate
“comparable to the overall increase in economic
activity as measured by world GDP growth”.
However, of the 5.4m patents in force worldwide
in 2004, over 53% were filed in 1997 or later. In
other words, developments such as the telecoms and
dotcom booms, as well as the convergence of voice,
data and media technologies, have catalysed the
world’s inventiveness. With growth in the use of other
types of IP, such as design rights and utility models,
and with globalisation leading to increased filing
activity among developing countries, it seems the
total volume of IP in force worldwide is set to snowball
further.
Volume is therefore one of the most important
factors in the changing strategies of innovative
companies: as IP portfolios grow, they cost more to
maintain; and as the volume of IP grows elsewhere, so
the cost of avoiding infringement increases.
At the same time, the value of most companies
in the developed world is becoming increasingly
dependent on IP. Advances in industrial processes
mean it is possible to produce more with less

equipment. More significantly, advances in
communications, coupled with the forces of
globalisation, have shifted labour-intensive work
decisively to Asia. In the West—and especially in
Europe with its comparatively meagre resources and
dense, ageing populations—knowledge-work is the
predominant source of future growth.
“We’re in an increasingly globalised economy
where the cost of raw materials is going up and
the cost of transactions is going down,” comments
Patrick Sheehan, the founder of ETF (Environmental
Technology Fund) and formerly the managing director
of 3i’s venture capital fund: “That puts pressure on the
advanced economies to generate more and more IP.
Beyond knowledge-work, there’s increasingly little
else that we can do to make a profit.”
In this context, it is not surprising that our survey
finds the use of IP will become much more central to
European companies. The surveyed executives believe
the use of IP will become much central to how they
do business: 53% say the use of intellectual property
rights (IPR) will be very important or critical to their
business model in two years, compared with 35% who
say this is the case today.
The figures become more revealing when broken
down by industry. IPR use figures as most critical to
business models among life sciences and healthcare
firms, and this will remain the case two years from

How important to your company’s business model is the use of IPR now, and how important will it be in two years?
(% responding “critical” or “important”)
Total

Manufacturing

Life sciences & healthcare

IT

Telecoms

Today
35

28

69

56

26

In 2 years
53

45

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit survey, October 2006
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81

76

51
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Does your company generate adequate value from the use of its intellectual property rights?
(% respondents)
Total

Manufacturing

Life sciences & healthcare

IT

Telecoms

Yes
42

44

57

51

35

No
58

56

43

49

65

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit survey, October 2006

now—not surprising given the long history of drugs
and health companies with patent filing. More striking
is the growing importance of IPR for telecoms industry
firms.
These industries represent the opposite ends
of the scale in other areas too. According to our
survey, telecommunications firms generate the
lowest proportion of their turnover from IP licensing
(5%) on average, while life sciences and healthcare
firms generate the highest (19%). Respondents
in telecommunications are also more likely than
those in other industries to feel their company does
not generate adequate value from its IP—nearly
two-thirds feel this way in comparison to 43% of
respondents in life sciences and healthcare.
From protection to value generation
Behind the growing importance of IP management to
European firms is the recognition that IP is more than
something to be protected. When asked to identify the
key drivers in their quest for better IP management,
50% cite the opportunity to expand the revenue
base, slightly more than mention the need to protect
investments in R&D (49%). Thus, IP is no longer
regarded merely as a protective shield for inventors
but also as a strategic tool for value generation.
“We used to view IP as an R&D tool. Now we view
it as a business tool,” says Wim Klop, managing
director of the IP arm of DSM, a Dutch producer of
nutritional and pharmaceutical ingredients, specialty
materials and industrial chemicals. Eamon Connelly,
general counsel for IP at Linde Group, a Germanybased industrial gas company, sounds a similar note:
“Filing and prosecuting is still part of the role, but

increasingly we’re integrated in the business, getting
involved in risk management and top-level strategy.”
Ruud Peters, CEO of the IP & Standards arm of
Philips, a Dutch electronics producer, explains the
shift in more practical terms. “About 7-8 years ago
we began to [manage] our IP portfolio in a more
proactive mode rather than the reactive mode used
by most companies,” he says, explaining that each
business area at Philips now has a bespoke IP strategy
with its own budget, and a dedicated set of IP policies.
The strategy details operational plans for the coming
three years, and is reviewed annually by the board on
“cash and non-cash performance criteria”.
Some executives challenge the idea that the
strategic integration of IP management into overall
business strategies is a new phenomenon. For
example, Mike Jewess, director of IP at UK defence
technology firm BAE Systems, says he worked at a
If the use of intellectual property rights is becoming more
important to your company, what do you view as the main
reasons?
(% respondents)
We see an opportunity to increase the revenue base
50

We need to protect our investments in R&D
49

Emerging market competitors are becoming more aggressive in their
efforts to copy third-party technology
32

IPR strengthens our position in negotiating joint ventures and alliances
31

Competitors are becoming more aggressive in protecting their own IPR
28

IPR increases the value of our assets for valuation purposes
27

IPR revenue is critical to our ability to fund new R&D
14

Other
2
Source: Economist Intelligence Unit survey, October 2006
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Turning heavy industry into
flexible thinking
Dutch company DSM was established in
1902 as a coal-mining enterprise (De Staats
Mijnen) and has since diversified into nutritional and pharmaceutical ingredients, specialty materials and industrial chemicals. It
employs around 22,000 people at 270 sites
worldwide and spends around €300m on
research and development each year.
Wim Klop, managing director of
the company’s IP arm, says one of his
main challenges is cultural. “We are by
background an industrial company, so we
have grown up believing our most valuable
assets are steel, land and factories,” he
says. “Now, in reality, the company is built
on ideas. That’s a strange concept for a
lot of people. Some say they understand it
but then act differently—for example, by
proposing to drop a patent in order to save
€10,000 when the business behind it could

potentially be worth €10m.”
DSM’s rapid growth has compounded
such problems—the company doubled
its turnover in the 1990s to around €8bn
through a combination of organic growth
and acquisition. Aligning new staff to the
group’s vision is therefore a vital part of
their development.
Mr Klop says the company’s other
major shift in IP management has been in
patenting. In the past it mainly patented
technologies related to processes—the
design for a distillation tower, for example,
that licensees could use to replicate a
specialty chemical. Now it is more likely to
patent, say, a protein additive for a sports
drink. As value-added products have become
more important to DSM, so it has had to
carry out more end-market research, and
use its IP strategy to protect market niches
accordingly.
Dealing with emerging markets is
another new phenomenon that is proving
a “struggle,” Mr Klop says. However, he
says China in particular has improved its IP

chemical company in the late 1970s “where the IP
strategy was well-integrated in the overall company
strategy.” Nevertheless, the trend is judged by most
to be a recent one. And Mr Sheehan of ETF, who
has analysed hundreds of small and medium-sized
companies over his 20 years in the venture capital (VC)
industry, says: “It’s refreshing to see people coming
to us in the VC world with an IP strategy. In general,
we’re seeing more creativity in the way companies
approach IP management.”
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regime in the past five years, and that the
Dutch government is aiding this process
through positive engagement. At the same
time, DSM has been creative and robust in
its punishment of IP infringements. “It’s
still hard to have a legal impact on Chinese
companies in China, so we tend to sue their
partners in Europe,” he says.
Mr Klop says the introduction of a truly
pan-European Community Patent and an end
to national differences in patenting criteria
are vital to European business as a whole.
However, he says, the global IP system is
becoming strained. “There are so many
questionable rights around. For example,
in the US there are millions of patents, and
each probably has around 10-20 ‘claims’
[precise definitions of monopoly rights].
It’s becoming more likely that one of these
claims will be relevant to your products, but
you cannot stop projects on this basis or you
won’t have innovation any more. You must
ignore it, try to find a solution or [reach a
judgement about] whether it will survive
court.... This is a business of risk-taking.”

IP and the end-user
Choosing where to concentrate the firm’s resources in
terms of IP protection is, according to most executives
interviewed for this study, increasingly a matter of
end-market analysis—that is, a judgment based on
“customer pull” rather than “technology push”.
“Businesses like ours used to view certain patents
as ‘nice to have’. You’d hold onto them even though
they weren’t essential,” says Mr Klop of DSM. “And
maintenance meetings were typically dominated by
senior researchers. Those ideas were their children.”
Nowadays, he explains, DSM is less afraid to abandon,
license or divest ideas that have no foreseeable
commercial future within the company. “If you don’t
know how you’re going to make money, then you don’t
know what to protect,” he says.
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The importance of end-market analysis is arguably
higher in industries where product and service
lifecycles are relatively short. One company in this
category is Unilever, an Anglo-Dutch producer of
fast-moving consumer goods. Says Mehmood Khan,
global leader of innovation process development:
“We’re generating more and more IP while coming
under pressure to bring new products to market faster
and faster…. So our processes are having to become
more practical, geared towards turning patents into

differentiated offerings and new enterprises.”
Hanns Hallesius, head of intellectual property at
Electrolux, a Swedish home appliance manufacturer,
agrees that the end-user is all-important in IP
decisions. “The starting point in any product
development process today is the consumer,” he says.
“We are focusing more and more on finding what
the unique selling proposition [USP] is, related to a
product, and then protecting those USPs.”

© The Economist Intelligence Unit 2007
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The threats to European IP

A

s European firms see the broader valuegeneration potential of IP, protecting it
remains as vital as ever. European executives
expect to be spending more time and money over the
coming years on efforts to protect their intellectual
assets.
Although IP disputes have produced some dramatic
headlines in recent years, they remain relatively rare.
The majority of survey respondents (57%) say they
have never experienced a patent or royalty dispute,
while a sizeable minority (38%) say they have only
experienced such things “infrequently”. Asked to
gauge the effects of their lost royalties, legal costs
and penalties over the past two years, 76% say they
have experienced either minimal damage or none
at all. Predictably, IP lawyers in the life sciences
and healthcare sector are more active than those
in others—respondents from these firms report the
highest frequency of patent disputes and the heaviest
cost burden from litigation in IPR cases.
A sizeable minority of executives across industries,
however, expect their companies to be involved in
patent and royalty disputes more frequently over the
next two years, regardless of whether those disputes
are initiated by their own companies or by third
parties. Asked to predict how the frequency of each

type of dispute will change, 28% of respondents say
they expect an increase on average, while 67% say
they expect no change and only 5% expect a decrease.
In the health sector, nearly two-thirds (63%) expect
an increase in patent infringement disputes initiated
by their own companies.
Criminality in the developing world
Emerging markets throw fear into the hearts of any
firm’s manager of its IP portfolio, and so they do
for European managers. Patent infringement from
emerging-market competitors tops the list of threats
to IP cited by survey respondents. A large share of
respondents also point to unauthorised action by
employees as another source of damage to IP. This too
is a reflection of emerging-market risks, in the opinion
of some executives interviewed for this study: as
large companies have increasingly disaggregated and
offshored, so they have found themselves increasingly
vulnerable to employee fraud, especially in low-wage
economies where the rewards for disloyalty are, in
relative terms, so much higher.
The one country which causes executives the
greatest anxiety in this regard is, not surprisingly,
China. 40% of respondents list China as the
geographic source of the most serious IP-related

How do you think your company’s involvement in such disputes will change over the next two years?
(% responding “It will increase”)
Total

Manufacturing

Life sciences & healthcare

IT

Telecoms

Patent infringement cases launched by your company
36

44

63

Patent infringement cases launched by other parties
24

15

44

17

35

Royalty disputes initiated by your company
31

28

35

38

Royalty disputes initiated by other parties
21

11

15

23

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit survey, October 2006
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35

35

31

35
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What do you view as the chief sources of threat to your
company’s intellectual property?
(% respondents)
Patent infringement from competitors in emerging markets
43

Unauthorised action by employees
35

Patent infringement from competitors in developed markets
31

Breaches of your company’s electronic security
22

Breaches of IP protection committed by marketing or sales partners
22

Breaches of IP protection committed by joint venture partners
22

Breaches of IP protection committed by suppliers
17

Breaches of IP protection committed by R&D partners
13

Other
4
Source: Economist Intelligence Unit survey, October 2006

threats to their firm, well ahead of other countries.
Thomas Ehmer, head of IP at Puma, a German shoe and
sportswear manufacturer, speaks for many executives
when he points out that China’s immature IP regime,
coupled with its cheap yet advanced manufacturing
base, makes it the ideal environment for
counterfeiting. “Counterfeit products are ... produced
in China for the entire world,” he says, adding that
the operations have become much more professional
in the past year alone. “We are now facing organised
crime,” he concludes.
He and others interviewed for this study complain
the Chinese legal system is hampering their IP
protection efforts. For example, Jean-Charles

The human weaknesses
of IP protection
An internal IP regime is only as
strong as its weakest link, and our
survey suggests this link is likely to
be a human being. According to our
respondents, the second-biggest
threat to European IP is “unauthorised action by employees” (cited by

Hourcade, chief technology officer at Thomson,
a French electronics firm, describes enforcing
compliance amongst Chinese companies as a “tedious
and difficult” process. “Licensing is still much more
difficult here than in any other country in the world,”
he says. “For many Chinese companies, negotiations
do not end with a contract but continue with audits
and quotas. Device-licensing is typically based on
quantities, which need to be tracked throughout the
life of the agreement.” It has often been the case
where these figures have been obfuscated or royalty
payments contested, he explains.
Mr Ehmer, Mr Hourcade and other executives
believe that China’s central government sincerely
wants to strengthen IP enforcement, but that it has
less influence over local authorities than it would like.
And it is only the local authorities, they point out, who
can really crack down on the counterfeit factories and
other unsavoury aspects of Chinese capitalism.
Many executives are optimistic, however, that
China’s IP regime will improve in the short- to
medium-term, as Chinese companies develop more
valuable IP of their own. “More and more companies
in China are becoming knowledge-driven, so a strong
IP system is in their best interests,” argues Mr Klop
of DSM. “The history of IP systems in most countries
is that things will shift at the moment they start
benefiting from good enforcement.”
Of course, China isn’t the only developing country
adjudged a threat to developed countries’ IP. Survey

35%), and the third-highest priority in IP protection is to “increase
awareness and training of employees
to recognise and handle IP threats”
(cited by 36%).
A multinational company with
widely disaggregated and offshored
business units basically has two
main options for IP security, suggest
several executives interviewed for
this report: (1) locate R&D units in

countries with strong IP regimes
and mature legal systems—as
German pharmaceuticals producer
Boehringer Ingelheim, for example,
does in Europe, the US and Japan;
or (2) put safeguards in place at R&D
units in developing countries, such
as limited access to technologies in
their entirety, strict access controls
at facilities and even limited internet
access.

© The Economist Intelligence Unit 2007
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respondents from health industry firms, for example,
rank India ahead of China as their biggest source of
IP problems. This result may be explained by what is
widely reported as an entrenched drug-counterfeiting
network in India. Russia is a major cause of concern
for telecoms firms, and Mr Hallesius says Electrolux
has experienced serious trademark infringements in
Iran.
Yet China remains the bellwether for IP
enforcement in the developed world for the simple
reason that it represents the biggest emerging market
in the majority of industries, while simultaneously
lacking the democratic structures to expose
corruption and encourage lawful practices.
The litigious developed world
The developed world provides many a headache to
executives in the way of patent infringement. The
second most oft-cited country by survey respondents
as a source of IP threats is the United States. The US
is still the world’s most valuable market for many
industries, and therefore a major battleground for the
exclusionary rights that IP affords.
As Joseph Villella, vice-president of IP at Infineon,
a German semiconductor manufacturer, points out:
“If you look at the semiconductor industry in general,
the real battleground is the United States.... When any
company is setting up an IP protection regime, you look

10
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at where your competitors are and where they make and
where they sell their products, and you want to make
sure that you have strong rights in those places.”
Beat Weibel, vice-president of intellectual property
at Zurich-based engineering firm ABB, says he is
actually “more concerned about the US legal system”
than about threats from the developing world. This is
because a US patent-holder can sue on the grounds of
infringement without having to pay the defendant’s
legal costs (except in very rare circumstances) should
the claim fail. Mr Connelly of Linde Group says his
company faced just such a suit in 2005. It was, he
says, “a case that would never have got off the ground
anywhere but the US.”
European managers are also very concerned about
the recent US phenomenon of “patent trolls”—
individuals or companies who buy IP in order to extort
money from others rather than actually producing
products or services.
However, opportunistic litigation is also being
filed in Europe, according to Mr Peters of Philips: “We
are now seeing people filing lawsuits just to frustrate
us or keep us busy. The essential problem is that
enforcement regimes cannot keep up with market
developments: We need a faster, higher-quality
system that is as global and harmonised as possible.”
This and other pleas to European policymakers are
discussed in more detail below.
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Changing strategies in IP protection

A

s discussed, European companies have begun
to take a more strategic approach to IP
management in recent years, in terms of both
protection and value-generation. But what does this
mean in practical terms?
Christopher Pike, a UK-based patent attorney and
author on IP strategy, argues that “in the face of
increasingly fluid global markets shaped by digital
networks and extreme buzz, companies are finding it
increasingly necessary to create islands of proprietary
exclusivity.” In other words, it is no longer sensible for
companies merely to protect core ideas. To maximise
their returns on R&D, they must exclude competitors
from all of the possible revenue streams based on
those ideas, typically using a variety of IP types.
Heinz Hammann, head of corporate division
patents at Germany pharmaceuticals producer
Boehringer Ingelheim, says that the core IP strategy
in his industry is to “make sure that all the valued

Patent-filing strategies

End-market analysis and landscaping are
among the reasons why one particular patent-filing mechanism, the Patent Co-operation Treaty (PCT), has seen its popularity
soar in recent years.
First agreed in Washington DC in 1970,
the PCT is administered by the World
Intellectual Property Organisation and now
has 133 countries as signatories, including
all the major industrialised nations. In
essence, it allows an inventor to apply for a
patent via his or her local patent office, and

In your view, which of the following are the most effective
measures your company can take over the next two years to
protect its intellectual property?
(% respondents)
Develop a formal strategy and organisation (with dedicated staff)
for intellectual asset management
53

Accelerate speed to market of new products
41

Increase awareness and training of employees to recognise/handle IP threats
36

Work more intensively with customers, suppliers and partners to improve
their IP protection
29

Become more aggressive in enforcing your company s patents
29

Ensure adequate electronic security safeguards
25

Expand IP protection to cover customers and distribution partners
21

Lobby policymakers to strengthen IPR regime and enforcement
11

Other
2
Source: Economist Intelligence Unit survey, October 2006

thereby option the exclusionary rights to
that patent in every contracting state.
Many companies now apply for patents
routinely via the PCT, and not only because
of its international reach. The process
provides applicants with an “international
search and preliminary examination on
the likely patentability of the invention in
different countries.” More significantly,
it gives applicants 18 months in which
to decide where they would like to try
converting their PCT application into a
national exclusionary right.
In other words, one can be recognised as
the inventor of something on a worldwide
basis very quickly yet keep the details of
the invention confidential for at least 18

months, and probably over two years.
Only then, after more research has been
completed or the original application
enhanced, must the inventor pay the
translation and administration fees to
register the patent in the preferred markets.
The PCT has changed many executives’
attitudes to filing. “We have less hesitation
about filing,” says Mr Klop of DSM. “I
sometimes tell people: File first, think
later.” Similarly, Mr Hallesius of Electrolux
says: “It’s always better to have a lousy
patent on a good invention than a perfect
patent on a lousy invention.” The key thing
to remember, he suggests, is that you’re not
protecting technology per se but “market
potential and value.”

© The Economist Intelligence Unit 2007
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aspects of your drug product—which are not only the
chemical formula but also formulations, additional
indications, treatment schemes and so on—are
available to you as the innovator and not patented by
others.”
European firms in many industries have begun to
use equivalent processes in recent years. Indeed,
some now routinely practise “IP landscaping,”
continuously analysing their IP portfolio in relation
to its technology space, industry and market
context, in order to identify lucrative IP “gaps” and
licensing opportunities. They typically use specialised
data-mining software for this purpose or external
consultants.
Mr Khan of Unilever says his company also operates
a “consumer technology matrix” on its intranet,
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accessible by 16,000 people in R&D, marketing and
the supply chain. This filtering tool enables potential
innovators to judge their ideas based on market
potential, technological viability and Unilever’s
existing IP portfolio. “When they make decisions they
are able to see all projects relative to each other,” he
explains.
In addition to giving people like Mr Pike more work,
managers interviewed for our study say they have
also recently recruited many IP specialists to carry
out duties that would previously have been given to
generalist in-house lawyers. Some of those with high
volumes of IP have created separate IP management
arms. And most have set-up dedicated legal teams in
developing countries to help contest cases and carry
out local IP searches.
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Sharing IP for mutual gain

H

enry Chesbrough of the University of California
at Berkeley coined the term “open innovation”
in 2003. He used it to describe an environment
in which ideas are allowed to flow into and out of
organisations, depending on where they can be most
efficiently handled at each stage of their development.
It also referred to a willingness among corporate
scientists and engineers to buy in capabilities, knowhow and even IP from external sources.
No longer could any single company hope to
monopolise the knowledge of a particular industry,
argued Mr Chesbrough. Technological advances
and the venture capital industry had empowered
entrepreneurs and shattered the idea that good ideas
could only be realised in the laboratories of industrial
giants.
The survey results show that a large number of
European companies agree with him. Respondents
say their top strategies for accelerating innovation
over the next two years are to increase collaboration
with third parties in both R&D (cited by 68%) and in

Which of the following will form part of your company’s
strategy to accelerate the innovation process over the
next two years?
(% respondents)
Increased collaboration with third parties in R&D
68

Increased collaboration with third parties (including competitors)
in standards development
46

Sharing inventions with “open-source” communities
30

Sharing inventions through cross licensing in “patent pools” with third parties
28

Engaging in selected waiving of patent/royalty enforcement
20

Participation in royalty pools
11

All of the above
7
Source: Economist Intelligence Unit survey, October 2006

standards development (cited by 46%).
Moreover, since most collaborative R&D
arrangements are fuelled by licensing agreements,
51% of respondents say they expect to increase the
amount they earn from licensing IP over the next
two years, with the majority of these predicting an
increase of 6-10%.
The benefits of open innovation
“More companies are seeking to attract ideas from
outside or to contract out R&D,” says Mr Pike. “In the
past, they might have said: ‘We own everything and
we’ll jump on anybody that tries to get close to us.’
Now they’re more likely to say: ‘Certain things we’ll
own, other things we’ll license out, cross-licence
or licence in.’ In each case, IP is the currency of the
relationship.”
He cites Procter & Gamble and its Connect +
Develop programme, under which the company has
pledged to source half of all its innovations from
external sources, and to offer its patents up for
licensing to external organisations if they remain
unused after three years of being granted.
“If you sit on an idea, you’re likely to have it stolen,
duplicated or rendered obsolete long before you
develop the competences and capabilities needed
to unlock its true value,” comments Andrew Gaule,
an expert on open innovation and director of the H-I
Group, a London-based forum for senior executives.
Far better, he argues, to get external partners to
accelerate your innovation processes in return for
royalties.
Our survey respondents agree. When asked the
most effective measures they can take to improve IP
protection, accelerating the speed to market of new
products ranks near the top of the list (cited by 41%).
© The Economist Intelligence Unit 2007
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Share of respondents agreeing with the following statement:
My company understands that new technologies will increasingly be developed according to an open source model,
and we have developed or are developing an open source strategy
(% respondents)

Total
48

49

25

Manufacturing

Life sciences & healthcare
66

IT

Telecoms
58

Source: Economist Intelligence Unit survey, October 2006

Mr Gaule, however, cautions the 37% of survey
respondents who say they intend to generate more
value from IP by increasing investment in R&D. “One
of the chief ways in which open innovation generates
value is by making R&D functions more efficient.
So the idea that companies should spend a certain
proportion of their turnover on R&D is largely bogus,”
he says. “A falling R&D expenditure as a percentage
of sales could in fact be an indication that an openinnovation programme is succeeding.”
Open source: resist or exploit?
Open innovation is not synonymous with “open
source”, the latter term typically being used to denote
free access to software source code. Many firms that
adopt an “open-innovation” approach to R&D may
well seek proprietary solutions to commercialise a new
technology or product.
The “open-source” movement nevertheless looms
large in European innovation strategies. After direct
collaboration, “sharing inventions with open-source
communities” is survey respondents’ next highest
priority for accelerating innovation over the next
two years (cited by 30%). Almost half of respondents
(48%) say they have developed or are developing an
open-source strategy. And a majority (58%) dispute
the proposition that open-source will result in less

14
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innovation in their industry.
The view that stricter enforcement of patents will
improve innovation finds the strongest agreement
among life sciences and healthcare respondents
(75% of them), followed by those in manufacturing,
telecoms and finally IT. Unsurprisingly, the tables
are turned when it comes to open-source strategies.
These appeal most to IT respondents (66% of them)
and least to life sciences and healthcare respondents
(25%). Executives interviewed for the study explain
these results by pointing out that the modern opensource movement has its origins in software, while
life sciences and healthcare companies still face huge
risks that need to be incentivised with long periods of
absolute exclusivity.
“Companies that leverage open-source
technologies properly can actually gain market
share by giving away bits of IP,” comments Patrick
Sheehan of ETF. “Companies such as Red Hat [an
open-source technology provider based in the US]
can make huge revenues from ‘professional’ versions
of freely distributed software—that is, closed-source
technologies built on open platforms—and from
associated services. The key success factors in this
kind of business model are the maintenance of a large
community, willing to help you debug and maintain
the core technology... and a good lawyer.”
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The policymakers’ role

T

here is plenty that European policymakers
can do to help European companies protect
and leverage their IP, judging by our survey
group’s views. At the top of the executive wish-list
is “increasing the harmonisation of patent policy”.
This is chiefly a reference to the elusive “European
Community Patent”—a bone of contention for the past
30 years. It has been possible since 1978 to have a
patent approved by the European Patent Office (EPO),
but it is still necessary to translate the entire patent
into the local language of every European Union
country where protection is desired.
In essence, it provides for patent applications to
be filed with the EPO in English, French or German,
without having to be translated any further. Mike
Jewess of BAE Systems is a former president of the
UK’s Trademarks, Patents and Designs Federation,
which has lobbied for ratification of the London

In your view, which of the following are the most important
initiatives that European policymakers and/or regulators can
take to improve intellectual property protection?
(% respondents)
Increase the harmonisation of patent policy across countries
52

Provide assistance to emerging market governments to strengthen
enforcement mechanisms and agencies
46

Streamline patent review procedures to accelerate patent approval
41

Ensure compliance with international IPR treaties and agreements
38

Strengthen domestic enforcement mechanisms and agencies
34

Develop legislation that would improve the protection of individual patents
in patent “pools” or “commons”
16

Set enforceable royalty guidelines for companies’ licensing agreements
16

Extend the legal life of patents
15

Other
2
Source: Economist Intelligence Unit survey, October 2006

Agreement. He says he is now confident the French
will ratify the treaty and the law will come into force
in the next couple of years. He suggests companies
like his throughout Europe stand to save hundreds of
thousands of pounds a year as a result.
The case for harmonisation
However, the EPO filing process is not the only
practice in dire need of harmonisation within
Europe. Several of our interviewees point out that
many different countries still have different criteria
for patent approval. Germany, for example, tends
to require a greater “inventive step” than other
countries. This means that companies can shop
around for what they regard as the most amenable
jurisdiction when filing a patent infringement suit. “In
principle, you could have to fight a court case in every
country,” says Mr Klop of DSM.
The cost of patent enforcement litigation varies
massively, points out Mr Pike: “In the UK it’s
traditionally quite expensive; in the Netherlands and
Germany it can be cheaper. And, inevitably, complex
cases are more costly to litigate than simpler ones.”
Jelle Wieringa, head of the legal department at
Endemol, a Dutch TV production company (and the
creator of Big Brother), relates that, in the absence
of a patent for television show formats, he currently
relies on copyright law. However, he says, a recent,
ambiguous ruling in the German Supreme Court
gave many people the impression that copyright law
couldn’t be used to protect TV show concepts either.
“What we’re doing now is fighting territory by territory
to get rulings that say the contrary,” he says. Mr
Wieringa adds nevertheless that his firm is happy with
the high level of protection of its TV concepts in most
EU countries.
© The Economist Intelligence Unit 2007
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Other executives want European policymakers to
lobby for more harmonisation internationally. For
example, Mr Hammann of Boehringer Ingelheim
points out that inconsistent treatment of generic
drug manufacturers in different countries costs his
company millions of dollars.
“What we want to establish is a parallel period
of two different types of exclusivity: regulatory
data exclusivity and patent term exclusivity,” Mr
Hammann says. About half the cost of pharmaceutical
development goes into clinical trial data, and rules
differ between countries as to when generic drug
manufacturers can begin using the data to create
their own versions. “In the United States data
exclusivity is five years, whereas in the EU it is ten
years, and generics can directly enter the market after
exclusivity expires,” explains Mr Hammann. As soon
as Boehringer’s anti-inflammatory drug Mobic lost its
data exclusivity in the US, “we were confronted with
ten or more competitors in the market place.”
European policymakers and regulators can also
have a positive impact in emerging markets. Survey
respondents say the second most important duty
for European policymakers is to “provide assistance
to emerging market governments to strengthen
enforcement mechanisms and agencies”.

16
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Testing the “legal monopoly” model
A proactive approach to pushing harmonisation
is desired, but some European executives fear the
European Commission is likely to launch anti-trust
probes more frequently in future, as IP continues to
grow in volume and complexity. “Intrinsically, there
is a tension between patents and anti-trust issues,
because IP creates legal monopolies,” says Mr Klop
of DSM. “If you are an industry leader then you have
a special responsibility—you get a certain monopoly
because you did some risky R&D to bring a valuable
innovation into the world, but if you become greedy
and block whole markets then public opinion will
eventually turn against you.”
The majority of respondents feel that “in improving
IPR legal regimes, the best experience from other
industries is instructive and should be borrowed.”
This statement wins agreement from 69% of those
surveyed. Nevertheless, some interviewees caution
that what works in one industry may be completely
inappropriate in another.
“We talk about the knowledge economy but we
find it difficult to value knowledge,” says Mr Peters
of Philips. “So I’m very reluctant to say whether a
software-related patent should disclose its source
code or a royalty on a [platform] technology
should be capped. Regulators need to be careful...
and remember their primary role is to ensure the
incentivisation of new products that make consumers’
lives better and easier.”
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Conclusion

I

ntellectual property disputes are still a relatively
rare occurrence for European companies, but
our research nevertheless shows real unease
about the threat to IP from both criminality in the
developing world and excessive litigation in the
developed world.
As Europe has become more dependent on
knowledge-work, so it has had to improve its
speed and efficiency in choosing which ideas to
commercialise, share or sell. And our survey suggests
major progress has been made, in particular through

more collaborative approaches to IP. However, this
will count for little if, for example, emerging market
counterfeiters are left unchallenged.
Europe’s policymakers must therefore continue to
harmonise IP practices at home, lowering costs for
local companies, while lobbying and engaging with the
authorities in developing countries. Ultimately, they
must contribute to global debates on fundamental IP
issues such as IP quality, patent approval criteria and
the workability of the global IP system.

© The Economist Intelligence Unit 2007
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Appendix
In September-October 2006, the Economist Intelligence Unit conducted a survey of 405 executives of European
companies from across Europe. Our sincere thanks go to all those who took part in the survey.
Please note that not all answers add up to 100%, because of rounding or because respondents were able to
provide multiple answers to some questions.

What is your company’s primary industry?

Which of the following best describes your job title?

(% respondents)

(% respondents)

Information technology

CEO/President/Managing director

12

25

Professional services

Manager

11

19

Telecommunications

SVP/VP/Director

11

12

Healthcare, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology

Head of department

10

11

Head of business unit

Financial services
9

7

Other C-level executive

Manufacturing
9

6

Government/public sector

Board member

5

5

CFO/Treasurer/Comptroller

Electronics and electrical equipment
5

5

CIO/Technology director

Consumer goods
4

5

Energy and natural resources

Other

4

5

Transportation, travel and tourism
3

Entertainment, media and publishing
3

What are your organisation’s global annual revenues
in Euros?
(% respondents)

Automotive
2

Construction and real estate
2

Chemicals and petrochemicals
€500m or less 50

2

€500m to €1bn 10

Logistics and distribution

€1bn to €5bn 13

Retailing

1

€5bn to €10bn 8
€10bn or more 18

1

Aerospace and defence
1

Other
4

18
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If the use of intellectual property rights is becoming more
important to your company, what do you view as the main
reasons?

What are your main functional roles?
Select up to three.
(% respondents)

(% respondents)
Business development
43

Strategy and planning

We see an opportunity to increase the revenue base
50

We need to protect our investments in R&D

40

49

General management

Emerging market competitors are becoming more aggressive in their
efforts to copy third-party technology

38

Marketing and sales

32

29

IPR strengthens our position in negotiating joint ventures and alliances

Finance

31

14

Competitors are becoming more aggressive in protecting their own IPR

IT

28

12

IPR increases the value of our assets for valuation purposes

R&D

27

9

IPR revenue is critical to our ability to fund new R&D

Operations and production

14

9

Other

Risk

2

8

Customer service
5

Supply-chain management

In your opinion, does your company generate adequate value
from the use of its intellectual property rights?
(% respondents)

5

Human resources
3

Yes 42

In your estimation, what share of your company’s overall
revenue is currently earned from the licensing of intellectual
property?

No 58

Revenue earned from the licensing of intellectual property
Average 12%

Highest 100%

Lowest 0%

How do you expect your company’s revenue from the licensing
of intellectual property to change over the next two years?
(% respondents)
Decrease
3

No change
34

Less than 5% increase
16

6-10% increase
21

11-15% increase
9

16-20% increase
4

More than 20% increase
9

Don’t know
3
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In your opinion, how important to your company’s business model is the use of IPR now, and how important will it be in two years?
(% respondents)
1 Critcal

2

3

4

5 Not important

Today
15

20

21

21

23

In 2 years
25

28

19

19

9

How would you characterise the extent of damage suffered by your company from the loss of intellectual property
in the past two years?
(% respondents)

1 None

2 Minimal

3 Moderate

4 Substantial

5 Catastrophic

Lost royalty income
38

34

22

6 0

Unrealised sales revenue
19

31

34

14 2

Damages awarded to other parties in IPR-related legal proceedings
54

27

14

5 1

Legal costs incurred in IPR-related litigation
47

29

15

8 1

Weakening of competitive position in core market(s)
22

32

In your view, what are the three most important initiatives
that your company can take to increase the value it generates
from the use of its intellectual property rights?

31

13 1

What do you view as the chief sources of threat to your
company’s intellectual property?
(% respondents)

(% respondents)
Patent infringement from competitors in emerging markets
Develop a formal strategy and organisation (with dedicated staff)
for intellectual asset management

43
48

Increase investment in R&D
40

Improve the identiﬁcation and development of skilled ‘innovators’
in your company
39

Improve the interoperability of your technologies with
competing technologies
27

Increase the number of patents approved
24

Increase third-party access to your technology to invite suggestions
for improving it
23

Become more aggressive in enforcing your company’s patents
21

Expand your participation in patent ‘pools’ or ‘commons’
14

Increase your royalty rates charged in licensing agreements
11

Other
2

20
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Unauthorised action by employees
35

Patent infringement from competitors in developed markets
31

Breaches of your company’s electronic security
22

Breaches of IP protection committed by marketing or sales partners
22

Breaches of IP protection committed by joint venture partners
22

Breaches of IP protection committed by suppliers
17

Breaches of IP protection committed by R&D partners
13

Other
4
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How frequently would you say your company is involved in the following types of IP-related disputes today?
(% respondents)
Frequently

Infrequently

Never

Patent infringement cases launched by your company
7

38

55

Patent infringement cases launched by other parties
6

37

58

Royalty disputes initiated by your company
6

42

52

Royalty disputes initiated by other parties
4

35

61

How do you think your company’s involvement in such disputes will change over the next two years?
(% respondents)
Will increase

Will decrease

Will remain the same

Patent infringement cases launched by your company
36

5

59

Patent infringement cases launched by other parties
24

5

71

Royalty disputes initiated by your company
31

6

63

Royalty disputes initiated by other parties
21

6

74

In your view, which of the following are the most effective
measures your company can take over the next two years to
protect its intellectual property?

From which country do you believe the most serious threats
originate to your company’s intellectual property?
(% respondents)

(% respondents)
China
40

United States of America

Develop a formal strategy and organisation (with dedicated staff)
for intellectual asset management
53

14

Accelerate speed to market of new products

India

41

9

Increase awareness and training of employees to recognise/handle IP threats

Russia

36

8

Work more intensively with customers, suppliers and partners to improve
their IP protection

United Kingdom
6

29

Italy

Become more aggressive in enforcing your company s patents

2

29

Germany

Ensure adequate electronic security safeguards

2

25

Spain

Expand IP protection to cover customers and distribution partners

2

21

Korea (South)

Lobby policymakers to strengthen IPR regime and enforcement

1

11

Other
16

Other
2
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Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements.
(% respondents)

Agree

Disagree

Don’t know

IPR considerations are unique to our industry and should not be influenced by legal initiatives taken in other industries
26

57

17

In improving IPR legal regimes, the best experience from other industries is instructive and should be borrowed
69

12

19

Legal enforcement of IPR is effective in Europe
42

29

29

Please indicate whether you believe that existing IPR practices foster or hinder the following aspects of your industry’s development.
(% respondents)
Foster

Hinder

Neither foster nor hinder

Don’t know

23

9

Competition among industry players
44

24

Development of new business models
40

22

29

10

Levels of innovation
35

19

35

11

Customer demand
35

16

40

10

Development of human capital
32

16

36

16

Globalisation of supply
25

26

34

15

Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements.
(% respondents)

Agree

Disagree

Don’t know

The stricter enforcement of patents is beneﬁcial to the goal of increasing innovation in our industry
56

28

15

My company understands that new technologies will increasingly be developed according to an “open source” model, and we have developed or are
developing an open source strategy
48

34

18

Growth of the “open source” model will result in reduced royalty revenue earned by ﬁrms in our industry
45

30

24

Growth of the “open source” model will result in less investment in R&D and thus less innovation in our industry
23

22
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Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statements.
(% respondents)

Agree

Disagree

Don’t know

Patent pools and cross licensing will benefit our industry by leading to lower customer pricing and higher demand
47

27

26

Reaching cross-licensing agreements with third parties is getting easier
33

26

40

In your view, which of the following are the most important
initiatives that European policymakers and/or regulators can
take to improve intellectual property protection?

Which of the following will form part of your company’s
strategy to accelerate the innovation process over the
next two years?

(% respondents)

(% respondents)
Increased collaboration with third parties in R&D

Increase the harmonisation of patent policy across countries
52

Provide assistance to emerging market governments to strengthen
enforcement mechanisms and agencies

68

Increased collaboration with third parties (including competitors)
in standards development
46

46

Streamline patent review procedures to accelerate patent approval

Sharing inventions with “open-source” communities
30

41

Ensure compliance with international IPR treaties and agreements

Sharing inventions through cross licensing in “patent pools” with third parties
28

38

Strengthen domestic enforcement mechanisms and agencies

Engaging in selected waiving of patent/royalty enforcement
20

34

Develop legislation that would improve the protection of individual patents
in patent “pools” or “commons”
16

Set enforceable royalty guidelines for companies’ licensing agreements

Participation in royalty pools
11

All of the above
7

16

Extend the legal life of patents
15

Other
2
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Whilst every effort has been taken to verify the
accuracy of this information, neither The Economist Intelligence Unit Ltd. nor the sponsor of this
report can accept any responsibility or liability for
reliance by any person on this white paper or any
of the information, opinions or conclusions set out
in the white paper.
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